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SUMMARY

Functional interactions between gene regulatory fac-
tors and chromatin architecture have been difficult to
directly assess. Here, we use micrococcal nuclease
(MNase) footprinting to probe the functions of
two chromatin-remodeling complexes. By simulta-
neously quantifying alterations in small MNase foot-
prints over the binding sites of 30 regulatory factors
in mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs), we provide
evidence that esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD modulate the
binding of several regulatory proteins. In addition,
we find that nucleosome occupancy is reduced at
specific loci in favor of subnucleosomes upon deple-
tion of esBAF, including sites of histone H2A.Z local-
ization. Consistent with these data, we demonstrate
that esBAF is required for normal H2A.Z localization
in ESCs, suggesting esBAF either stabilizes H2A.Z-
containing nucleosomes or promotes subnucleo-
some to nucleosome conversion by facilitating
H2A.Z deposition. Therefore, integrative examination
ofMNase footprints reveals insights into nucleosome
dynamics and functional interactions between chro-
matin structure and key gene-regulatory factors.
INTRODUCTION

In eukaryotes, genomic DNA is packaged with proteins to form

chromatin: a repeating array of nucleosomes that each contain

147 bp of DNA wrapped around an octamer of histone proteins

composed of a tetramer of H3 and H4 and twoH2A and H2B het-

erodimers (Luger et al., 1997). In some cases, these canonical

histone proteins can be replaced with histone variants (such as

H2A.Z or H3.3), which contain high sequence similarity to their

canonical counterparts but have somewhat specialized functions

in vivo. Regulation of access to factor binding sites through alter-

ation of nucleosome occupancy or positioning is an important

mechanism shared among eukaryotes (Almer and Hörz, 1986;

Boeger et al., 2003). As a result, most eukaryotic regulatory re-

gions are found within nucleosome-depleted regions, which
permit binding of regulatory factors and transcription machinery

(Mavrich et al., 2008a; Weiner et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2005).

Nucleosome-remodeling factors reposition, deposit, or re-

move nucleosomes at regulatory regions by altering histone-

DNA contacts (Bartholomew, 2014; Racki and Narlikar, 2008).

esBAF (Brg1-associated factor) is an embryonic stem cell

(ESC)-specific nucleosome-remodeling complex that mainly ac-

tivates transcription of genes and silences transcription near en-

hancers (Hainer et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2009a, 2009b, 2011) and is

necessary for ESC self-renewal and pluripotency (Fazzio et al.,

2008; Ho et al., 2009a; Kidder et al., 2009; Schaniel et al.,

2009). The Mbd3/NuRD (nucleosome remodeling and deacety-

lase) complex creates repressive chromatin structure and is

required for normal ESC differentiation (Denslow and Wade,

2007; Kaji et al., 2006, 2007; Yildirim et al., 2011). Interestingly,

esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD antagonistically regulate many overlap-

ping gene targets, resulting in moderate levels of expression (Yil-

dirim et al., 2011).

Although nucleosome positioning and occupancy have been

examined in multiple systems (Carone et al., 2014; Li et al.,

2012; Mavrich et al., 2008b; Schones et al., 2008; Valouev

et al., 2011), very little is known about the regulation of subnu-

cleosomes—histone-DNA structures that lack some compo-

nents of the histone octamer. Hexasomes (one H3/H4 tetramer

and one H2A/H2B dimer) and half-nucleosomes (either an H3/

H4 tetramer or half an H3/H4 tetramer and one H2A/H2B dimer)

have been observed in vivo (Rhee et al., 2014). However, the

conditions under which subnucleosomes form, the mechanisms

underlying their assembly, and the roles of nucleosome-remod-

eling factors in regulating interchange of subnucleosome and

nucleosome structures are largely unknown.

Here, we take an integrative approach to survey the functions

of two chromatin-remodeling complexes with key roles in ESC

pluripotency, utilizing micrococcal nuclease (MNase) footprint-

ing to reveal nucleosome footprints (135–165 bp), subnucleo-

some footprints (100–130 bp), and footprints of regulatory

factors (%80 bp), as previously described (Carone et al., 2014;

Henikoff et al., 2011; Kent et al., 2011). Using this method, we

analyzed the chromatin structure of ESCs depleted of important

factors to determine their roles in controlling nucleosome and

subnucleosome architecture, as well as regulatory factor occu-

pancy. We provide evidence that esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD

modulate the binding of several regulatory factors, and we
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Figure 1. Klf4 Binding Is esBAF-Dependent
(A) Log2 fold change of small read footprints (left:Mbd3/EGFP KD; right: Smarca4/EGFP KD) spanning 200 bp directly over binding peaks sorted by either Mbd3

(left) or Brg1 (right) occupancy.

(B) Aggregation plot of normalized small reads (%80 bp) and nucleosome size reads (135–165 bp) of MNase-seq upon EGFP, Mbd3, or Smarca4 KD over Klf4

binding sites. Klf4 binding sites were called from GEO: GSE11431 (Chen et al., 2008). Asterisks (* and **) indicate p values (<0.05; <0.01), reflecting statistical

significance of changes in MNase footprints over the relative to EGFP KD, colored as indicated in key.

(C) Histone H3 ChIP-seq in EGFP, Mbd3, or Smarca4 KD ESCs shown as normalized occupancy aggregated over Klf4 binding sites.

(legend continued on next page)
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specifically demonstrate that esBAF is required for Klf4 occu-

pancy in ESCs. Furthermore, we find that in the absence of

esBAF, the abundance of subnucleosomes is increased at the

expense of nucleosomes at specific loci, most notably at sites

of H2A.Z localization. Consistent with these results, we find

that H2A.Z occupancy is strongly decreased in the absence of

esBAF. These data suggest esBAF promotes nucleosome occu-

pancy by stabilizing H2A.Z-containing nucleosomes (to prevent

conversion of nucleosomes into subnucleosomes) or promot-

ing H2A.Z deposition, potentially by facilitating the functions of

H2A.Z deposition factors.

These findings reveal that, by quantifying changes in the abun-

dance of MNase footprints, one can quickly and easily uncover

interactions between chromatin-remodeling proteins and gene-

regulatory factors, which can subsequently be validated by stan-

dard approaches. Furthermore, changes in subnucleosome

size footprints relative to nucleosome footprints provide insights

into the regulation of intra-nucleosome architecture, which have

been elusive. Therefore, MNase footprinting is a powerful tool for

the study of chromatin dynamics in living cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Alterations in Footprinting of Multiple Regulatory
Proteins upon Loss of esBAF or Mbd3/NuRD Function
Previously, we used deep sequencing of DNA footprints pro-

tected from MNase digestion to map nucleosomes in ESCs

depleted of esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD (Hainer et al., 2015). To

test the roles of these complexes in regulation of transcription

factor and chromatin regulatory factor binding, we focused on

the information provided by the small reads (%80 bp) obtained

from these MNase-seq experiments. Proof-of-concept analyses

have been performed in yeast and mammalian cells, showing

that peaks of small MNase footprints correspond to binding sites

for factors determined by independent methods, such as ChIP-

seq (Carone et al., 2014; Henikoff et al., 2011; Kent et al., 2011).

Therefore, we plotted the average abundance of small read foot-

prints (%80 bp) from EGFP, Mbd3, and Smarca4 KD ESCs that

mapped to 32 distinct genomic regions: the experimentally

determined binding sites of 30 key components of the ESC

gene regulatory network (including Brg1 itself, as a positive

control), annotated transcription start sites (TSSs), and a random

selection of nucleosome-bound regions as a negative control

(Figure S1; Data S1A).

We performed several analyses to assess data quality. First,

we quantified changes in small read footprints directly over the

factor binding sites and used available ChIP-seq data for

Mbd3 and Brg1 to distinguish changes in factor occupancy

directly due to loss ofMbd3/NuRD or esBAF function (Figure 1A).

For both esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD, we observed minimal alter-

ations in footprinting at factor binding sites at which Brg1 and

Mbd3 were not highly enriched (Figure 1A). As a positive control,
(D) Klf4 ChIP-seq in EGFP, Mbd3, or Smarca4 KD ESCs shown as normalized K

(E) Heatmaps of Klf4 occupancy over Klf4 binding sites in EGFP (left) and Smarc

(F) Equal levels of nuclear Klf4 in EGFP and Smarca4 KD ESCs confirmed by w

nuclear fractions, respectively.
small read footprints were dramatically changed at the empiri-

cally determined binding sites of Brg1 upon Smarca4KD. Finally,

as a negative control, we observed no changes in small reads

over a random sampling of nucleosomes, demonstrating alter-

ations in esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD are confined to specific re-

gions of the genome.

Smarca4 KD resulted in a substantial reduction in small read

accumulation at several sites (Figure 1A; Data S1A), consistent

with the function of esBAF to create open chromatin structure

to facilitate binding of regulatory factors and the general tran-

scription machinery (Ho et al., 2009a, 2009b, 2011; Novershtern

and Hanna, 2011; Yildirim et al., 2011). Whereas KD of Mbd3

resulted in subtle changes in MNase footprinting at most sites

relative to Smarca4 KD, we observed a strong increase in peaks

of small reads at p300 binding sites in Mbd3 KD cells, consis-

tent with the antagonistic roles of Mbd3/NuRD and p300 in

enhancer function (Pasini et al., 2010; Reynolds et al., 2012).

Therefore, alterations in small read profiles from MNase-seq

data suggest that both esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD are important

regulators of transcription factor and chromatin regulatory fac-

tor binding.

esBAF Is Required for Klf4 Binding
Although alterations in small read profiles at transcription factor

binding sites imply altered binding of transcription factors them-

selves, these changes could alternatively result from altered

binding of cofactors that co-occupy the same binding sites or

loss of esBAF or Mbd3/NuRD footprints when these factors

are knocked down. To distinguish between these possibilities,

we tested one functional interaction by an independent method.

One of the factors that appeared most strongly affected by

Smarca4 KDwas Klf4—small MNase footprints over Klf4 binding

sites were strongly reduced upon Smarca4 KD, whereas Mbd3

KD had a very modest increase (Figures 1A and 1B). Klf4 plays

a critical role inmaintenance of the ESC gene-regulatory network

(Kim et al., 2012; Schuh et al., 1986; Takahashi and Yamanaka,

2006), and Klf4 binding sites are highly bound by Brg1, consis-

tent with the possibility that esBAF promotes Klf4 binding

(Figure 1A).

When we examined the nucleosome size (135–165 bp) MNase

footprints over Klf4 binding sites, we observed a small increase

in nucleosome footprints upon Smarca4 KD (Figure 1B), sug-

gesting that esBAF may promote Klf4 binding in part by clearing

its binding sites of nucleosomes. To test this prediction, we per-

formed ChIP-seq for histone H3 and Klf4 in EGFP, Mbd3, and

Smarca4 KD ESCs. Consistent with our MNase footprinting

data, we observed increased histone H3 occupancy over Klf4

binding sites uponSmarca4KD and decreased histone H3 occu-

pancy uponMbd3KD (Figure 1C). These data are consistent with

changes we observed in nucleosome size footprints at Klf4

binding sites and demonstrate that esBAF is required tomaintain

open chromatin structure over these regions. Furthermore,
lf4 occupancy aggregated over Klf4 binding sites.

a4 (right) KD. Occupancy is indicated as log2 (normalized reads).

estern blotting. GAPDH and Pol II are specificity controls for cytoplasmic and
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Figure 2. esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD Com-

plexes Regulate Nucleosome Occupancy

over Factor Binding Sites

(A and B) Scatterplot of log2 fold change values of

nucleosome size reads versus small reads inMbd3

(A) or Smarca4 (B) KD ESCs relative to EGFP KD.

(C) Aggregation plots of histone H3 ChIP-seq over

a subset of factor binding sites of EGFP, Mbd3,

and Smarca4 KDESCs. Asterisks (* and **) indicate

p values as described in Figure 1.
ChIP-seq of Klf4 showed a dramatic reduction in Klf4 occupancy

over Klf4 binding sites in Smarca4 KD cells and a slight increase

in Mbd3 KD cells (Figures 1D and 1E), demonstrating that alter-

ations in small read abundance over Klf4 binding sites upon

Smarca4 andMbd3 KD directly reflect alterations in Klf4 binding.

Depletion of Brg1 does not result in reduced levels or altered

intracellular localization of Klf4, ruling out these potential indirect

effects on Klf4 binding (Figure 1F).

We conclude that esBAF functions directly to promote Klf4

occupancy by maintaining open chromatin structure over Klf4

binding sites. These findings confirm that changes in small read

profiles from MNase-seq experiments can uncover alterations

in factor occupancies when mapped over experimentally deter-
64 Cell Reports 13, 61–69, October 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors
mined peaks from ChIP-seq data sets.

Future studies following up additional

functional interactions predicted by these

data should provide additional insights

into the ESC gene-regulatory network.

esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD Regulate
Factor Binding by Modulating
Nucleosome Occupancy over
Factor Binding Sites
We previously found that esBAF activates

expression of many genes by reducing

promoter-proximal nucleosome occu-

pancy and facilitating binding of RNA

polymerase II (RNAPII), whereas Mbd3/

NuRD acts oppositely (Hainer et al.,

2015; Yildirim et al., 2011). To testwhether

these complexesmodulate binding of reg-

ulatory proteins by similar mechanisms,

we examined the effect of Smarca4 or

Mbd3 KD on the abundance of nucleo-

some footprints at regulatory factor

binding sites (many of which are far from

promoters). Because nucleosome occu-

pancy often inhibits binding of regulatory

proteins, we plotted the changes in small

read footprints versus nucleosome foot-

prints in Mbd3 (Figure 2A) or Smarca4

(Figure 2B) KD cells, relative to control,

for all 30 sets of binding sites.

Similar to promoters,Mbd3KD resulted

in decreased and Smarca4 KD resulted in

increased average abundance of nucleo-
some footprints at the binding sites of most factors (Figures 2A

and 2B; compare points above and below horizontal lines).

Also consistent with the requirement of most regulatory proteins

for a nucleosome-free binding site, changes in the abundance of

small read footprints anti-correlated with changes in nucleo-

some size footprints (Figures 2A and 2B). These data indicate

that esBAF promotes factor binding by creating open chromatin

structure and Mbd3/NuRD inhibits factor binding by creating a

closed chromatin environment, consistent with the known bio-

logical functions of these factors (Ho et al., 2011; Novershtern

and Hanna, 2011; Reynolds et al., 2012; Yildirim et al., 2011).

Although nucleosome footprints negatively correlate with

small read footprints overall, there are exceptions at several



Figure 3. esBAF Promotes Nucleosome

Formation at the Expense of Subnucleo-

somes

(A and B) Scatterplot of log2 fold change values of

nucleosome size reads versus medium size reads

in Mbd3 (A) or Smarca4 (B) KD ESCs relative to

control ESCs.

(C) Aggregation plots of relative nucleosome

(135–165 bp) and subnucleosome (100–130 bp)

occupancy of MNase-seq data upon EGFP,

Mbd3, or Smarca4 KD over various factor binding

sites. Asterisks (* and **) indicate p values as

described in Figure 1.
locations (compare Data S1A and S1B), suggesting that nucleo-

some occupancy does not inhibit the binding of some factors

(Figures 2A and 2B). At many of these sites, there are clear peaks

of nucleosome size footprints centered on factor binding sites

(Data S1B), consistent with thismodel. Importantly, the presence

of nucleosomes over several of these sites is predicted by their

functions. PRC2 binds and methylates histone H3K27 within nu-

cleosomes (Margueron and Reinberg, 2011; Simon and King-

ston, 2009), consistent with the co-localization of its Suz12,

Ezh2, and Mtf2 subunits (Zhang et al., 2011) with nucleosome

footprints. Similarly, Pwp1 (a WD40-repeat-containing protein)

occupies regions marked with H4K20me3 and regulates

H4K20 methylation at some sites (Shen et al., 2015) and Ring1b

(an E3 ubiquitin ligase within PRC1 complexes) monoubiquiti-

nates H2AK119 (Wang et al., 2004). Furthermore, Lsd1 is a his-

tone H3 lysine demethylase (Shi et al., 2004). Finally, Esrrb has

been shown to bind within regions occupied by nucleosomes

(Teif et al., 2012), and NcoA3 interacts with Esrrb, co-occupying

some locations on chromatin (Percharde et al., 2012).

To validate these findings, we analyzed our histone H3 ChIP-

seq data in control, Mbd3, and Smarca4 KD cells over a subset

of factor binding sites (Figure 2C). As positive controls, we found

that sites of H2A.Z incorporation have peaks of histone H3,

whereas TSSs are depleted of histone H3 immediately upstream

of the TSS and have strong peaks of occupancy over the +1
Cell Reports 13, 61–6
nucleosome location (Figure 2C). Consis-

tent with our MNase footprinting data, we

observed a strong peak of histone H3 oc-

cupancy over factor binding sites found

to have nucleosome size MNase foot-

prints, demonstrating that these sites

are indeed occupied by nucleosomes

(Figure 2C).

For one factor examined, the role of

nucleosome architecture in regulating

factor binding has not been addressed.

MafK is a leucine zipper transcription fac-

tor that, to our knowledge, has not been

shown to bind nucleosomes. Here, we

found a peak of nucleosome size reads

over MafK sites, and our histone H3

ChIP-seq data support these findings,

suggesting that MafK binds DNA within
nucleosome-occupied regions. Together, these data confirm

that, although most regulatory factors bind to nucleosome-

depleted regions of the genome, some do not. In addition, these

data suggest that differential affinities of factors for nucleosome-

bound DNA must be taken into account in studies examining

their biochemical functions and roles within gene-regulatory

networks.

esBAF Regulates Nucleosome-Subnucleosome
Interconversion at Specific Sites
To globally address whether and how Mbd3/NuRD and esBAF

regulate the composition of nucleosomes in ESCs, we compared

nucleosome footprints (135–165 bp; Data S1B) to intermediate

size footprints (100–130 bp; Data S1C) over the same factor

sites. The intermediate size fragments could result from either

large non-histone protein complexes or non-standard nucleo-

somes (i.e., hexasomes or half-nucleosomes). Consistent with

the latter possibility, the profiles of nucleosome and intermediate

size footprints (hereafter, subnucleosomes) were strongly posi-

tively correlated in both Mbd3 and Smarca4 KD cells (Figures

3A and 3B).

Interestingly, although subnucleosomes and nucleosomes

were strongly correlated at all regions examined upon Mbd3

KD (Figure 3A), KD of Smarca4 resulted in alterations to subnu-

cleosome footprints that were uncoupled from alterations in
9, October 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 65



Figure 4. Brg1 Is Required for H2A.Z Occu-

pancy at a Subset of Locations

(A–C) Heatmaps of H2A.Z occupancy over indi-

cated regions in EGFP (left) and Smarca4 (right)

KD. Binding sites were taken from the following

data sets: H2A.Z (GEO: GSE34483); TSSs (mm9);

and Pwp1 (GEO: GSE59389). Occupancy is indi-

cated as log2 (normalized reads).

(D) Maturation model of subnucleosome-nucleo-

some transition by esBAF. esBAF is required for

converting subnucleosomes into a form suitable

for H2A.Z/H2B incorporation by p400 or SRCAP,

potentially by organizing wrapping of DNA around

the H3/H4 tetramer, promoting accessibility of H3/

H4 binding interfaces, or another mechanism.

(E) Stabilization model of subnucleosome

regulation by esBAF. esBAF prevents disassembly

of nucleosomes into subnucleosomes (such as

hexasomes or half-nucleosomes) by preventing

loss of H2A.Z/H2B or H2A/H2B dimers from the

histone octamer. Maturation and stabilization

of subnucleosomes could be occurring simulta-

neously, and esBAF could regulate H2A.Z

occupancy based on interactions with additional

regulatory factors.
nucleosome footprints at some sites (Figure 3B). At four loca-

tions where Smarca4 KD results in either decreased (Ezh2,

Ring1B, and H2A.Z sites) or had no effect on (Lsd1 sites) nucle-

osome occupancy, subnucleosome footprints are increased

(Figure 3C). Importantly, histone H3 occupancy measured by

ChIP-seq (which likely cannot discriminate between nucleo-

somes and subnucleosomes) is increased over Lsd1, Ezh2,

Ring1B, and H2A.Z binding sites upon Smarca4 KD (Figures

2C and S3), confirming that subnucleosome footprints at these

sites reflect the presence of histones. Taken together, these

data show that Smarca4 KD results in higher subnucleosome

occupancy and reduced nucleosome occupancy at a subset

of genomic locations, suggesting esBAF is necessary for either

maturation of subnucleosomes to nucleosomes or prevention

of nucleosome disassembly at these sites.

Brg1 Is Required for Normal H2A.Z Localization
Whereas the mechanisms underlying subnucleosome-nucleo-

some interconversion are unknown, prior reports suggest that

hexasomes are composed of an H3/H4 tetramer and a single

H2A/H2B dimer (Rhee et al., 2014; Weintraub et al., 1975). These

findings suggest that regulation of H2A/H2B (or H2A variant/

H2B) dimer incorporation could be responsible for subnucleo-

some maturation. Due to our observation that subnucleosomes

were enriched at H2A.Z sites upon Smarca4 KD, we hypothe-

sized that one role of esBAF in subnucleosome regulation could
66 Cell Reports 13, 61–69, October 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors
be through regulation of H2A.Z occu-

pancy or incorporation at specific loca-

tions throughout the genome.

In mammals, H2A.Z is incorporated

into nucleosomes by p400 and SRCAP

via exchange of H2A/H2B dimers for

H2A.Z/H2B dimers (Cai et al., 2005;
Park et al., 2010; Ruhl et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2007), and these

nucleosomes are enriched near specific genomic features,

including enhancers and promoters (Mavrich et al., 2008b; Zil-

berman et al., 2008). H2A.Z nucleosomes play key roles in

gene regulation, although the effect of H2A.Z incorporation on

nucleosome stability and dynamics and their specific effects

on transcription by RNAPII are controversial (Abbott et al.,

2001; Jin and Felsenfeld, 2007; Park et al., 2004; Suto et al.,

2000; Thambirajah et al., 2006; Thakar et al., 2010; Zhang

et al., 2005).

We considered the possibility that esBAF regulates H2A.Z oc-

cupancy at enhancers and promoters either directly or indirectly.

To test this possibility, we performed histone H2A.Z ChIP-seq in

EGFP, Mbd3, and Smarca4 KD cells. In EGFP KD cells, H2A.Z

localization was similar to that observed previously in ESCs, con-

firming the specificity of our data sets (Figures 4A and S4A). We

found that Smarca4 KD led to decreased H2A.Z occupancy

when one examines either all H2A.Z binding sites or TSSs in

particular (Figures 4A and 4B). Although Smarca4 KD also re-

sulted in decreased H2A.Z occupancy at Lsd1 binding sites

(Figure S4B), it had no effect at Pwp1 sites (Figure 4C) and

modestly increased H2A.Z occupancy at MafK sites (Fig-

ure S4B), demonstrating that esBAF is required for H2A.Z occu-

pancy at some, but not all, of its locations throughout the

genome. Although we found no evidence that depletion of

Smarca4 alters p400 occupancy (Data S1A), Smarca4 KD also



resulted in increased subnucleosome footprinting over p400

binding sites (Data S1C), consistent with the role of esBAF in

regulation of H2A.Z localization.

Taken together, these data suggest that esBAF is required

for H2A.Z occupancy at some locations. Upon Smarca4 KD,

H2A.Z is strongly depleted, and subnucleosomes partially

replace nucleosomes at several regions where H2A.Z is

normally enriched. Whether esBAF promotes H2A.Z incorpora-

tion by facilitating the functions of SWR1 family complexes,

either directly or indirectly, or is required for the stability of

H2A.Z containing nucleosomes remains unresolved (Figures

4D and 4E).

Conclusions
Chromatin-remodeling enzymes have been examined for their

roles in regulation of nucleosome architecture in many cell

types. However, their effects on intra-nucleosome architecture,

as well as their roles in regulation of DNA-binding proteins, are

not fully understood. Here, we showed that use of a single foot-

printing method, MNase-seq, combined with available factor

occupancy data, uncovers dynamic regulation of factor binding

and subnucleosome structures that can be confirmed by tradi-

tional approaches. We focused on two antagonistically func-

tioning chromatin regulators, esBAF and Mbd3/NuRD, to gain

a deeper understanding of their roles in modulating ESC chro-

matin architecture. However, this method should be broadly

applicable as a screen for functional interactions between

chromatin regulators and the gene-regulatory network in any

organism/cell type where transcription-factor-binding data are

available.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture

E14 mouse ESCs were cultured as previously described (Chen et al., 2013).

RNAi-mediated KD was performed with endoribonuclease-III-digested

siRNAs (esiRNAs) as previously described (Fazzio et al., 2008) using Lipofect-

amine 2000 (Invitrogen). KDs were performed for 48 hr.

qRT-PCR

RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and used in a cDNA

synthesis reaction with random hexamers (Promega). cDNA was used as a

template in qPCR reactions using a FAST SYBR mix (KAPA Biosystems) on

an Eppendorf Realplex with Mbd3-, Smarca4-, or GAPDH-specific primers

(Hainer et al., 2015).

Western Blotting

Whole-cell lysates were extracted using WE16th buffer (25 mM Tris [pH 7.5],

125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM EDTA, 0.05% SDS, 0.5% NP-40, and 10% w/v glyc-

erol). Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were isolated using the NE-PER

extraction kit (Thermo Scientific) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Thirty micrograms of lysate were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to

nitrocellulose (Life Sciences), and assayed by immunoblotting. The antibodies

used to detect proteins were anti-Brg1 (1:1,000; Bethyl A300-813A), anti-

Mbd3 (1:1,000; Bethyl A302-529A), anti-Klf4 (1:1,000; Millipore AB4138),

anti-Pol II (1:1,000; Santa Cruz sc-899), anti-GAPDH (1:5,000; Cell Signaling

2118), and anti-actin (1:50,000; Sigma A1978).

MNase-Seq Analysis

We re-analyzed MNase-seq footprinting data for ESCs depleted of the indi-

cated factors that were previously published (Hainer et al., 2015). See the Sup-

plemental Experimental Procedures for details.
ChIP-Seq

ChIP experiments and single-end libraries of ChIP-enriched DNA were pre-

pared as previously described (Chen et al., 2013). See the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for details.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

Analysis of MNase-seq footprints 

We re-analyzed MNase-seq footprinting data for ESCs depleted of the indicated 

factors that were previously published (Hainer et al., 2015) (GEO: GSE57170). 

Libraries were constructed from total MNase digested DNA (not size selected) 

and were then selected and purified with Agencourt Ampure beads, as previously 

described (Carone et al., 2014; Henikoff et al., 2011), to provide a range of DNA 

footprints up to ~200 bp. To increase the signal-noise ratio of MNase footprints, 

we obtained additional coverage of the same libraries on an Illumina HiSeq2000 

using paired-end sequencing (100 bp) at the UMass Medical School deep 

sequencing core facility.  

Data analysis 

Paired-end reads were collapsed and adapter sequences were removed from 

fastq files. Reads were mapped to the mouse mm9 genome using Bowtie2, and 

only uniquely mapped reads with zero, one, or two mismatches were used. The 

read size distribution was determined for each library, and reads were sorted for 

small read size fragments (≤80 bp), subnucleosome size fragments (100-130 bp), 

and nucleosome size fragments (135-165 bp). To calculate occupancy around 

factor binding sites, seqMINER (Ye et al., 2011) was used to sum reads 2000 bp 

upstream and downstream of the factor binding site sequences obtained from 
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previously performed ChIP-seq experiments, binned in 20 bp intervals, and 

normalized to the average, genome-wide coverage. TSS reference sites were 

used based on mm9 TSS coordinates. Factor binding site sequences were called 

from: Brg1 (GEO:GSE27708), Mbd3 (GEO:GSE31690), Mtf2 (GEO:GSE19708), 

Pwp1 (GEO:GSE59389), Ezh2 (ENCODE), Suz12 (GEO:GSE11724), Esrrb 

(GEO:GSE11431), Ring1B (GEO:GSE52619), NcoA3 (GEO:GSE40193), MafK 

(GEO:GSE49847), MacroH2A1 (GEO:GSE35087), Yy1 (GEO:GSE25197), 

Nanog (GEO:GSE11724), Oct4 (GEO:GSE11724), H3.3 (GEO:GSE16893), 

H2A.Z (GEO:GSE34483), Nipbl (GEO:GSE22562), p300 (GEO:GSE49847), 

Sox2 (GEO:GSE11724), SetDB1 (GEO:GSE18371), Znf384 

(GEO:GSM1003807), Hcfc1 (GEO:GSE49847), Zc3h11A (GEO:GSE49847), 

Lsd1 (GEO:GSE18515), Klf4 (GEO:GSE11431), Tcf3 (GEO:GSE11724), Med1 

(GEO:GSE22562), Med12 (GEO:GSE22562), Smc1 (GEO:GSE22562), Smc3 

(GEO:GSE22562), and p400 (GEO:GSE42209).  

ChIP-seq 

ChIP experiments were performed as previously described (Hainer et al., 2015). 

Cells from RNAi-mediated KD were fixed, washed with ice-cold PBS, and 

pelleted. Cell pellets were lysed through sonication in a Bioruptor (UCD-200), 

and supernatants were saved. 30 µL of chromatin was stored overnight at 4°C for 

input samples while the remainder of the chromatin was combined with antibody 

coupled protein A magnetic beads (NEB) and incubated at 4°C overnight with 

constant rotation. H3 antibody (abcam, ab1791), H2A.Z antibody (abcam, 

ab4174), or Klf4 antibody (kind gift from Huck Hui Ng from the Genome Institute 
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of Singapore, (Chen et al., 2008)) coupled protein A magnetic beads (NEB) were 

blocked with 5 mg/mL BSA overnight at 4°C, prior to incubation with sheared 

chromatin. Magnetic beads were washed, and material was eluted at 65°C on a 

thermomixer. Eluted material was combined to a new microfuge tube and 

incubated at 65°C overnight to reverse crosslinking. Input DNA was diluted with 

170 µL elution buffer and treated similarly. Samples were treated with 

RNaseA/T1 (Ambion) and proteinase K (Ambion) and then PCI extracted. 

Ethanol precipitated ChIP-enriched DNA was then used for library construction. 

Library construction 

Single-end libraries of ChIP-enriched DNA were prepared as described 

previously (Chen et al., 2013). Samples were end-repaired, A-tailed, and 

adaptor-ligated with DNA purification over a column between each step. DNA 

was PCR amplified with KAPA HiFi polymerase using 16 cycles of PCR. The 

library was size-selected on a 1% agarose gel, its concentration determined 

using a NanoDrop (Thermo), and the integrity was confirmed by sequencing ~10 

fragments from each library. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 

using single-end sequencing (50 bp) at the UMass Medical School deep 

sequencing core facility. 

Data Analysis 

Single-end fastq reads were collapsed, adapter sequences were removed, and 

reads were mapped to the mm9 genome using bowtie, allowing one mismatch. 

Aligned reads were processed in HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) by using the 

“annotatePeaks” command to make 20 bp bins over regions of interest and sum 
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the reads within each window. H3 ChIP-seq experiments were aligned over the 

following datasets: H2A.Z (GEO:GSE34483), Pwp1 (GEO:GSE59389), NcoA3 

(GEO:GSE40193), Esrrb (GEO:GSE11431), Lsd1 (GEO:GSE18515), MafK 

(GEO:GSE49847), Ring1B (GEO:GSE52619), Ezh2 (ENCODE), and TSS 

reference sites based on mm9 TSS coordinates. H2A.Z ChIP-seq experiments 

were aligned over the following datasets: H2A.Z (GEO:GSE34483 (Figure 4A) 

and GEO:GSE39237 (Figure S3)), Pwp1 (GEO:GSE59389), Lsd1 

(GEO:GSE18515), MafK (GEO:GSE49847) and TSS reference sites based on 

mm9 TSS coordinates.  

 

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 

Supplemental Figure 1, related to Figure 1. Confirmation of efficient Mbd3 

KD and Smarca4 KD. 

 (A-D) Efficient KD of Mbd3 (A-B) and Smarca4 (C-D) in ESCs confirmed by 

random primed RT-qPCR with expression levels normalized to GAPDH and 

shown relative to EGFP KD (A,C) and through Western blotting, where actin 

serves as a loading control (B,D) Asterisk (*) indicates a non-specific band. (E) 

MNase digestion on EGFP KD, Mbd3 KD, and Smarca4 KD. Asterisk (*) 

indicates samples used in MNase-seq experiment. 

 

Supplemental Figure 2, related to Figures 2 and 3. esBAF regulates histone 

H3 occupancy over Ezh2 and Ring1B binding sites. 
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Aggregation plots of histone H3 ChIP-seq over Ezh2 and Ring1B binding sites in 

EGFP, Mbd3, and Smarca4 KD ESCs. Asterisks (*, **) indicate p-values as 

described in Figure 1. 

 

Supplemental Figure 3, related to Figure 4. Brg1 is required for H2A.Z 

occupancy at a subset of locations.  

(A) Heatmaps of H2A.Z occupancy over published H2A.Z binding sites in EGFP 

(left) and Smarca4 (right) KD ESCs. Binding sites were taken from 

(GEO:GSE39237). Occupancy is indicated as log2(normalized reads). (B) 

Aggregation plots of histone H2A.Z ChIP-seq over a subset of transcription factor 

binding sites +/− 2 kb of EGFP KD, Mbd3 KD, and Smarca4 KD ESCs. Asterisks 

(*, **) indicate p-values (<0.05, <0.01) reflecting statistical significance of 

changes in H2A.Z occupancy over the factor peak in Mbd3 relative to EGFP KD 

(red) or Smarca4 relative to EGFP KD (green). 

 

Supplemental Data 1, related to Figures 1-3. Small reads, nucleosome size 

reads, and subnucleosomes size reads from MNase-seq reveal unique 

patterns in Mbd3 KD and Smarca4 KD ESCs.  

(A-C) Aggregation plots of relative factor occupancy obtained from small read 

size fragments (≤80 bp, A), mononucleosome size fragments (135-165 bp, B), 

and sub-mononucleosome size fragments (100-130 bp, C) of MNase-seq data 

upon EGFP KD, Mbd3 KD, or Smarca4 KD averaged over various factor binding 

sites +/− 2 kb in ESCs. Binding sites were called from previously published ChIP-
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seq datasets (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Asterisks (*, **) 

indicate p-values (<0.05, <0.01) reflecting statistical significance of changes in 

reads of each size class over the factor peak in Mbd3 relative to EGFP KD (red) 

or Smarca4 relative to EGFP KD (green). 
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